Quality Made in the USA

“Since I started manufacturing equipment for the
commercial floor cleaning industry, U.S. Products
has been a name that was continually brought up as
a benchmark for quality and innovation.
And I am proud to announce that U.S. Products is
back, and once again “Made in the USA”.
We have not only brought back the U.S. Products
brand, but also the technical design power along
with it. For both veterans of the U.S. Products brand
and newer cleaning enthusiasts ready to get their
hands on equipment they can depend on throughout
their careers, our team is pleased to express our
dedication to continuing the legacy of pioneering
innovations and hardcore durability- for this and
future generations of professional cleaners.
U.S. Products is THE brand for professional cleaners
who want an impressive lineup of dominant and
reliable machines that they don’t have to take a
risk on, with the first-class customer service and
support.”

Brand New Solus Series
Coming Soon in 2022!

Jonathan Smalley, President U.S. Products

usproducts.com

america’s Trusted brand

Cobra Extractor Series

Mini Cobra Spotter Series

Sharp Shooter Wand Series

The Cobra Series of powerful, compact, heated extractors are a
long-time favorite of professional cleaners for upholstery, auto detailing,
or places your truck mount just can’t reach. All the power of a larger
portable in a complete, compact package.

Whether you are looking for a heated or unheated spotter, the Orion is
the machine for the toughest jobs! You’ll love the convenient base caddy,
perfect for carrying tools, solution bottles, cords and more.

With a durable rotationally molded cleaning head designed for enviably
consistant flow, the Sharp Shooter will become your new favorite wand!

220 On-Demand psi Pump with Dual Vac for Max Recovery
Options: Compact 8 gal. or full 10 gal. for larger jobs

Durable & Compact Design
Options for Cold or Instant Heat for Tough Jobs
Swivel Wheels for Ease of Movement

Neptune Extractor Series

Revolver Hard Surface Tool

The Neptune Extractor Series offer a variety of powers and features to
fit your unique professional cleaning needs. You’re sure to find the right
machine to get the job done.
100 to 500 PSI 15 Gallon Heated Extractors
Contractor Specials? YES, we DO! 220 PSI Heated or
Non-Heated

Restore Tile, Grout and Other Surfaces the Revolver High Pressure,
Hard Surface Cleaning Tool. With HDPE high temp rotationally molded
head, the Revolver can be used with Heated Truck Mounts or
Extractors.

Possibly the Best Water Recovery Wand on the Market Today!!
Options: 13” or 16” Cleaning Path

Trident Carpet Wand &
Upholstery Tool Series
Built with some of the strongest and most light weight materials on
the market including rotationally-molded resigns and anodized 6061 T6
Aircraft Aluminum, it’s not hard to see how our wands and tools can be
so durable, yet so ergonomic and less fatiguing.
Try your new favorite light-weight, delrin smooth glide tool
today!
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